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Inflation Has No Clothes
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Bottom Line: Even with tariffs adding an estimated 0.2% to the CPI in the past year,
inflation remains calm. The Fed will stay patient.
Another downside surprise in U.S. inflation...maybe we should stop being surprised.
Headline prices rose 0.3% in April, nudging the yearly rate up to 2.0%. Higher
gasoline prices, medical care costs and rents did the heavy lifting. Meantime, core
prices were light again, up just 0.138% (the third month with a 1-handle), though
the yearly rate edged up to 2.1% (in line with the six-month rate though the 3-month
metric is just 1.6%). Food prices fell slightly, likely due to discounting at Whole
Foods. Used auto prices reversed for a third straight month and by a sizeable -1.3%,
with the potential for further backtracking according to the Manheim index. The big
surprise was another steep decline (-0.8%) in clothing after a record tumble (-1.9%)
the prior month...methodical changes maybe, but fierce competition is the larger
reason apparel prices are down 3% in the past year.
With productivity turning higher and unit labour costs little changed in the past year,
we won’t need to worry about rising inflation for a while, even if the latest tariff
hike tacks on another tenth or two to the CPI.
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